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About This Game

The eyes are watching... and they're everywhere. Fans of the highly-rated Fear for Sale series will love their latest assignment as
journalist Emma Roberts. Statues are coming alive in the small town of Eastwood, and they're attacking! EleFun takes you on a
creepy adventure in this exciting hidden-object puzzle adventure game. Play a variety of hidden-object puzzles, including list
and silhouette. You've never had so many collectibles before, with post cards, toys, and many other objects to find throughout

the game.

See what our Beta testers had to say:
"I like this game. I especially liked the jigsaw puzzle option when I was stumped in an HO scene. The puzzles were not overly

difficult and the story held my attention." - Jiao, beta tester

"Outstanding graphics and gameplay. I just loved that I could interact with several items in each scene as well as all puzzles,
hidden object scenes and storyline. Looking forward to this little gem when it becomes available." - Kathy, beta tester
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This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won't find in the standard version. The Collector's
Edition includes:

Learn a shocking secret about a character's fate in the bonus game!
Earn special Achievements and find loads of collectibles

Enjoy soundtracks, wallpaper, and concept art
Get the available Strategy Guide

This is a Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game, meaning a specific genre of story-driven, point & click adventures.
Throughout the game, players are tasked to find a list of objects hidden within a particular scene, and to occasionally complete

various mini-games/puzzles.
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Ive activated it in steam AND Uplay....nothing. I cannot get Hurks dlc to show up.. I actually bought this game thinking it was
just a run of the mill RPG maker game, and that it would be crappy or just not fun at all and all about the "plot".

But honestly, it was not half bad. It had some unique stuff I havent seen before that was kinda cool.

It doesnt beat you around, and gets straight to the point. It even has controller support.

All in all, It's a fun cute little RPG game to waste a few hours on for a buck.. Game Dev Vanished...

Game needs more content. This game hasn't been updated since november ???. Alot of lag and ping issue whilst in the EU.
Regular kicks etc. Want to play and sink some time into it, but alas, the eu is not kindly to this server distance.. cant understand
what is this a marihuana smoker dream maybe but no a game.
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Works great besides one of the pegs that is in the middle islands of the pond is glitched and when you walk over some pegs in
the front where you spawn, you end up getting thrown in the air.. Something is seriously bugged in this game.
The Brain World card, in the hands of the enemy, suddenly makes 5 cards into 7.

I see it quite a lot with the computer, it can do things that according to the cards isn't possible.
I often feel that I don't stand a chance, and so far that seems like a fair assessment, since the game is cheating.

Beside that I think the game is great. I have the physical cards too. Love it.. THIS GAME IS AMAZING. MY EYES MAY
HURT BUT MY BRAIN DESIRES MORE. SOMETHING ABOUT THIS GAME IS ADDICTING AND I LOVE IT. BUY
THIS GAME BEFORE STEAM SHUTS IT DOWN FOR BEING TOO DANGEROUS.

DO NOT PLAY IF YOU HAVE EPILEPSY OR YOU WILL ACTUALLY DIE.. Honestly NO idea why people gave this
negative reviews. This game is OLD. Of course graphics and quality will be from the early 2000s. But its still the same process I
know and love.

Music is still great and nostalgic.

. Dont get me wrong, this game is fun, and i really like it.
Would i recommend it tho ?

No.
Not for this price.
It just dont think its worth this much money. The Game often glitches out, the controls are weird, the screen doesnt adjust on
startup, sometimes you dont get the weapons after completing a level, the graphics are okay but could get improvement (i know
its possible with the Engine its using [Unity], so i'm sure the developer will be up to the task.)
But what my biggest issue is how boring the game often gets , just searching for parts all the time...
How to fix this ?
1. Improve the physics and realism a bit. The physics would be okay for a normal game but not for a game thats based around
physics. And fluids are a total mess.
2.Make the game (especially the enviroment) a bit more pleasing to look at. Add props, detail and better lightning and fix
texture glitches.
3.MAKE THE WEAPONS available FROM THE BEGINING OF A LEVEL, PLEASE ! This feels like a mobile game where
there will pop up a windows that says "Unlock all weapons now for only [Price here]" any moment. What ypu could do to
balance this is that you only get a tick and level completion when you disassemble it correctly.
4. Add little gadgets and secrets.
5. Add good music please. Start menu can stay (thats a meme by now), but add nice background music.

So, to fix the price i have this suggestion :
Make the Game cheap (not more then 10$ or \u20ac) BUT only giev a few item packs and add the others as DLC, but keep the
price at a point where when you buy all of them it reassembles the price you pay now (maybe a bit more but not too much) and
give the people that own it now all of them for free.

So yeah, this was my review of the game.
Please leave comments and feedback down below; And dear game developer if you see this, please leave me a reply down
below.

Thanks.. Can be a good game it just needs a bigger player base (and a lot of work). Frustratingly pleasant. It's a pretty simple
game that takes a lot of practice to master and complete. I look forward to squirming for many more hours!. Here is my first
time gameplay video: https://youtu.be/fWp413CMJrg

I also review other VR games on my channel: www.youtube.com/c/thefishstick

I'm a huge fan of Gorn for VR and Ryse for Xbox so I was pretty excited to play this one. The game is really easy to jump into.
The graphics are great as well as the sound. This game has several glitches I noticed but nothing major. The game ran great; I
really hope to see new content come out for this very soon!. Love crafting and building games like this one. But even for 10$
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price tag there is very little to do atm. A dev or mod posted in forums on Feb 12 2018 that they currently in the prosses of
adding multiplayer then will work on content. Untill then though I would find some thing else to play.
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